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MICHAELA PUTZ

Exhibition view GLOOM OF MNEMOSYNE, Bildraum01, Vienna  // photo by Eva Kelety, (c) Bildrecht 2019
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GLOOM OF MNEMOSYNE

2019-ongoing

Fine Art Print on Alu Dibond, shadow joints frame 
(140x100cm), Fine Art Print on Alu Dibond, framed 
(30x20cm), Wallprint (250x175cm), 3D-lasered glass ob-
jects

Shows: 
Upcoming Feb. 2020: XYZ/a ilha - Lisbon/Portugal 
Bildraum01, Vienna - SOLO, Oct.-Nov. 2019
Kaleidoskop, NÖ DOK St. Pölten, Jan.-Feb. 2020

In Greek mythology, the water of the underworld river 
Mnemosyne, when drunk, brought about the remembrance 
of the already forgotten. Its water poured itself into the 
voids of memory, which tends to lose events from its past. 
In our digitalized time, the endless stream of images sto-
red in the cloud fills these gaps: In the sense of a transhu-
manism, virtual memories complemented the imperfection 
of our human memory and let us forget fewer and fewer 
events from our own biographies.   The project „Gloom of 
Mnemosyne“ attempts to reappropriate this technological 
form of memory. It is based on data, pixels, points of light: 
Raw data that have a completely different quality than the 
blurriness of memory, which is less clear but fleeting, fluc-
tuating and blurred. Through the emotional coloration of 
our thoughts, they change over time, appearing as partly 
vague and dark set pieces. However, this processual form 
of remembering also enables us to reinterpret experien-
ces in retrospect. In this sense, this project attempts to 
re-mystify the digital images of memory, to explore their 
partial incomprehensibility, and to visually fathom the spa-
ces between them.  Images from my own past, stored on  
hard disk, serve as starting material. In a kind of digital 
retrospect, these are captured directly by the screen, 
whereby the fingerprints and dust remains on the screen 
are also recorded, as are the technical artifacts created by 
the photographing. This process is repeated in loops, 
forming layers and creating sequential memory images, 
which are then slightly altered again and again. This 
gives the images the appearance of fragmented  
memories, superimposed on the traces of time and 
alienated by technological interventions - and sometimes 
drifting back into the darkness of oblivion. 

With images from the series „memory_images“ and „mmemosyne“.

Exhibition view KALEIDOSKOP, NÖ DOK, St. Pölten  // photo by (c) Sonja Dürfnberger 2020
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The images from the series „memory_images“ have a sequen-
tial character:  The same image has been taken from a digtal 
screen more than once. The timespan between taking the pic-
tures causes different conditions, different points of view are 
being chosen every time. This constantly changes the output 
of the visual information. So every picture of the same image 
looks slightly or sometimes completely different; the way a 
memory of a certain event stays in constant flux.   

Selected images from an ongoing series. 
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Exhibition view KALEIDOSKOP, NÖ DOK, St. Pölten  // photo by (c) Sonja Dürfnberger 2020

For these glass objects, glitchy and pixelated photos from the 
process described above were incorporated into glass objects 
via laser. These are reminiscent of the glass objects, which 
are very popular as souvenirs to remember journeys or as gifts 
for anniversaries.
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The images from the series  
„mnemosyne“ take elements from 
the „memory_images“ and take 
them a step further by cutting out 
details or using the digital smudge 
tool, bringing the original picture 
closer to a kind of oblivion or for-
getting. 

Selected images from an ongoing 
series. 
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Exhibition view GLOOM OF MNEMOSYNE, Bildraum01, Vienna  // photo by Eva Kelety, (c) Bildrecht 2019
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SCREEN ROMANCE

2018

Direct prints behind plexiglass (140x90cm, 50x75cm) and 
pigment prints on Matt Bond (various dimensions)

Shows: 
My point of view - Galerie Rudolf Leeb (former Arcc.art) in 
the program of FOTO WIEN

How do we relate to each other emotionally, physically, and 
romantically in times of flat surfaces? Skin (thus: surface) 
and gesture are crucial elements of love and intimacy – as 
well as for how we connect digitally. Getting in touch: we 
do this by stroking and swiping our smartphones in very 
intimate gestures. Almost like a lover, they demand a sen-
sitive and gentle hand, and their algorithms can tell exactly 
who the one touching them is. Remembering every touch 
through their multiple sensors, remembering every image 
that has been taken. They never forget. So we, too, can ne-
ver really forget. 

We live in a world of countless pictures. What to do with 
them once a lover is gone, a love is lost? Even if we delete 
all the images, they stay in the cloud. This work examines 
the relation between the cloudy memories of our human 
nature and the detailed, informative memories of our digi-
tal images. In a process of zooming into and re-touching in-
timate pictures of a past relationship,  these series on the 
one hand reveals the underlying structures of technology, 
while also re-mystifying these memories through those 
smudged, blurred and indistinct images. 

Exhibition view Galerie Rudolf Leeb, Vienna  // March 2019 // photo by kunst-dokumentation.com
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24 25Exhibition view Galerie Rudolf Leeb, Vienna  // March 2019 // photo by kunst-dokumentation.com
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ON THE WATER

Found footage photos with digital smudges on PVC foil, 
600x95cm

Shows: 
CEREBRO CON HUEVO - Mexico City, Feb. 2020
Drowning land - breathing water, TAF The Art Foundation, 
Athens/Greece, Athens Photo Festival 2019 
POTENZ, die, OHO Oberwart, May 2019
VERRAT DER FOTOGRAFIE, FOTO WIEN, March 2019
HÖHEN & TIEFEN, projectcell36, Vienna, Oct. 2018
Cselley Mühle Oslip, August 2018

The work On The Water explores how we deal with the end-
less stream of news about human tragedies in the digital 
age. We encounter an image of a tragedy – a refugee boat 
in the Mediterranean, for example – and after a short mo-
ment of affectedness, we swipe away the image to make 
way for new inputs. The piece takes such images collected 
online and recreates the gestures of conscious disregard 
– the gesture of swiping the image to continue the flow of 
information: one image is substituted by the next one in a 
constant stream that transforms attention into disaffec-
tion. This process allows us to create a distance between 
ourselves and the pain of others, by turning the reality of 
suffering into a constant smudge of images that robs them 
of any meaning or emotional weight. This work fits into the 
broader framework I have been exploring in my recent pro-
jects, which focuses on the relationship between gestures 
we make on our personal devices and the perception we 
form of the world around us.

Exhibition view „Verrat der Fotogra�e“ // Kunstraum Nestoryhof - in cooperation with FOTO WIEN // March 2019 // photo by Philipp Pess



28 29Digital print on PVC foil // 577x90cm
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TRACES OF SEEMINGLY 
INSIGNIFICANT GESTURES

Steel, Glass, Photogrammetries, (LED)
102x20x80cm each

Shows: 
Bildrecht Gallery Space | Ars Electronica Festival, Linz, 
September 2018
The Essence, June 2017
Heiligenkreuzerhof Vienna, June 2017

In early 19th century, the Claude Glass was a common tool 
among picturesque artists: A small, convex-shaped black 
mirror that could fit in the pocket and helped to frame the 
beauty of a scenery. Nowadays, it is the shiny and sleek sur-
face of our smartphone, which mirrors the surroundings. 
But the reflections often turn out smudged, disrupted by 
a view layers of grease and dirt. With Traces of Seemingly 
Insignificant Gestures Michaela Putz presents a series of 
photograms, that render our daily, bodily interactions vi-
sible on the screen. Focusing on the gestures of writing, 
this work demonstrates that the use of technology created 
a new way of personal handwriting, a script, which is so 
unique - like our fingerprint -  that algorithms can identify 
us by the way we write. 

The process of writing on the smartphone has been docu-
mented and reproduced in the dark room by creating a set 
of photogrammetries which each represent a word written 
on the screen. 

Installation, resin // exhibition view THE INFERNAL MACHINE // BETON7 // Athens Photo Festival June 2018 // Photo by Daniel CastellsTraces of Seemingly Insigni�cant Gestures // steel, glass, photograms, LEDs // exhibition view Heiligenkreuzerhof //June 2017



32 33Traces of Seemingly Insigni�cant Gestures // Narcissus‘ Pool (resin with black ink) // exhibition view Ars Electronica // September 2018
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PhotogrammetryPhotogrammetry
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THE INFERNAL MACHINE

Black Mirror Portrait „Caro“, 29x21cm
Narcissus‘ Pool, black resin

2018

Shows
EVERLASTING LIGHT, _TIM NOLAS, Vienna, June 2019
Group Show with 280A at BETON7 | Athens Photo  
Festival, June 2018

The Infernal Machine is a bomb that could go off any mo-
ment. A danger that lies in the dark; even though we might 
know about its existence. Like Oedipus - who knew about 
his prophecy, but exactly fulfilled it unknowingly - we wan-
der in the dark. We are blind and we are being blinded, as 
he was. 
In the dark. Like our image on our screens, lured by techno-
logy and prone to merge with virtuality. Is there a danger 
in feeling attracted to all these digital surfaces reflecting 
back onto us? Is it a real threat to lose connection to ever-
ything lively around us? Will we give up being human (wha-
tever this means) to neglect our bodies, the bodies of our 
lovers, the body of nature and live on as bodiless creatures 
in the cloud? Is this a prophecy that we might try to avoid 
but fulfill it nonetheless?
In addition, a video work shows the importance of the body 
in the exercise of these gestures.

Installation, resin // exhibition view THE INFERNAL MACHINE // BETON7 // Athens Photo Festival June 2018 // Photo by Daniel Castells
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In this portrait, the screen of the smart-
phone has been used the way ancient  
cultures had been using mirrors made out of po-
lished black stones: as magical tools, they were 
supposed to show the dark sides of the person‘s 
soul mirroring in it. 

The smartphone is a hybrid between  
camera, image/data storage and mirror. The 
sleek screen, the perfect images we post 
of ourselves on social media: Still, the sur-
face always seems to be smudged by the 
traces of the messy and always-to-be- 
optimized human body.  



40 41Exhibition view EVERLASTING LIGHT // photo (c) TIM NOLAS 2019 // Fine Art Print on Hahnemühle Photo Rag, framed //
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OBSCURE MIRRORS

Digital Photographs, dimensions variable 
2018

Shows:
NANO//REVOLUTIONS - Espacio de Arte Contemporáneo, 
Montevideo/Uruguay, July 2019
EVERLASTING LIGHT - _TIM NOLAS Vienna, May 2019

The motif of the Black Mirror is deeply rooted in human his-
tory. Already in Mesoamerican culture, polished obsidian 
was used as a magical tool, acting as a portal to another 
world. In Europe’s early 19th century, the Claude Glass was 
common among picturesque artists: A small, convex-sha-
ped black mirror that could fit in the pocket and helped to 
frame the beauty of a scenery.  The works from the series 
„Obscure Mirrors“ take into account these traditions of the 
usage of black mirrors, which nowadays are the screens of 
our smartphones. Like the black obsidian, they also act as 
a tool to connect different realms: they bridge the gap bet-
ween the physical and the virtual world. And as many other 
„magical“ tools, they need to be touched, demand to be ac-
tivated, through tapping, swiping, and stroking. These in-
teractions of the human body leave traces of fat and dirt 
on their cool and sleek surfaces, becoming one in the pro-
cess of documenting these with the means of photography.

Exhibition view EVERLASTING LIGHT // photo (c) TIM NOLAS 2019 // Direct print behind plexiglass, 91,63cm //
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X1 X2
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X3 X4
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LINDA

Originals: Acrylic color on analog photography
Limited Edition (5+1) Pigment print on Hahnemühle Photo 
Rag Bryta // 10x15cm // 2017

What if we could swipe through our personal memories like 
the pictures on our smartphone? Could we always bring 
people back and wipe them away? Movements related to 
the use of our smartphones, such as the scrolling with 
through the gallery, have been documented with color on 
these analog photographs from my private archive, which 
show a ski vacation with a past friend of mine. Gestures 
that normally escape become visible. Do people disappear 
behind the traces we leave on them?
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Mirrored Landscapes  
Imprinted Memories

Photography, Installation  
(painted glass, wood) 2017

Produced on invitation of the Artspace 280A for the pub-
lication/exhibition SQUARING THE CIRCLE PT.2: ‚LIQUID 
LANDSCAPES‘

In early 19th century, the Claude Glass was a common tool 
among picturesque artists: A small, convex-shaped black 
mirror that could fit in the pocket and helped to frame the 
beauty of a scenery. Nowadays, our small black mirrors are 
our smartphones, on which the surrounding reflects its-
elf. Taking these pictures was a step back in my past. To 
be seen on the photos is the hill behind my family‘s house 
where I used to spend a lot of time as a kid. Nowadays, I 
usually don‘t go there. I only look at it from the distance. 
Some paths we don‘t walk anymore. I took the photos whi-
le they were reflecting on my smartphone screen. And so it 
became one with the traces I left on its surface – finger-
prints, fat and dirt. The landscape of my childhood looks 
distorted and smudged. A bit unclear, out of focus. The way 
my memory changes my past.  I usually take pictures to 
remember. Later, I can look at them on my smartphone.Or 
share them on Instagram. When I was a kid, I didn‘t have 
a smartphone to help me remember. No need to capture 
anything, no need to share. I was so immersed by this sur-
rounding that I thought I remembered it clearly. But then, 
we all leave our imprints on our memories. And so the past 
changes.

Exhibition view LIQUID LANDSCAPES by 280A Artspace.Ruby Marie Hotel Showroom, Vienna September 2017



54 55Exhibition view EVERLASTING LIGHT // photo (c) TIM NOLAS 2019 // Fine Art Print on Alu-Dibond (45x70cm) and direct print on acrylic (30x20cm)
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Koloniestraße 2-10/6/7
1210 Vienna

+43 664 1416550
info@michaelaputz.com

www.michaelaputz.com
www.instagram.com/putz.michaela

CONTACT




